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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study the existence of solutions for the semilinear elliptic 
problem 
--Au =f(x, 24) in Q, u=O on LX2, (1) 
under the basic assumption that the primitive F(x, s) of the nonlinearity 
f(x, u) interacts only with the first eigenvalue of some eigenvalue elliptic 
problems with weights naturally associated with F(x, s). Here Q is some 
bounded smooth domain in RN. We assume that f: 52 x R + R is a 
Caratheodory function satisfying the growth condition, 
I fb, s)l G c I4 p- I + b(x), (2) 
wherel~p<2Nj(N-2)ifNZ3,andl~p<cl3ifN=2,bELP’withp’= 
2N/(N + 2). Under this assumption it is well known that the functional 
* Part of this work was done when the first author was visiting the Universita degli Studi 
della Calabria in Cosenza, Italy. 
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is well defined in Hi(Q) and it is weakly lower semicontinuous there, cf. 
[6]. Consequently the HA solutions are precisely the critical points of the 
functional @. All our existence results are in the framework of H,:, whose 
inner product we denote by (, ) and its corresponding norm by // . I/. 
We shall obtain here the critical points by two different techniques: 
(i) minimization, by showing that under certain hypotheses the functional 
is coercive, and (ii) by the use of the Mountain Pass Theorem. 
The results presented here involve the functions defined below by 
pointwise limits, 
=X.x, s) 
K,(x) = lim sup 7 
and 
2Ft-5 3) 
L+(x)=liminf ___ - .I+ km s2 
which are assumed to hold uniformly a.e. in Q. We also assume that, for 
each s0 > 0, the function 
SUP IF(x, s)l~L', 
15) <3” 
with r > N/2. 
In Section 2 we show the role of the eigenvalue problems for the 
Laplacian with weights related to K+ and L, . In this way Theorem 1 gives 
sufficient conditions for the coerciveness of @ and Theorem 2 on the non- 
coerciveness. Theorems 3, 4, and 5 also prove coerciveness in the so-called 
resonant case. A type of Landesman-Lazer condition on F is assumed. In 
Section 3 we come to the study of @ again in the resonant case under a 
Landesman-Lazer condition which implies that the functional is not coer- 
cive. There we find a critical point by a mountain passing technique. It is 
not clear, at this moment, which would be the good condition on f in order 
to obtain the Palais-Smale condition in the present framework. 
2. ON THE COERCIVENESS OF @ 
The first result gives fairly general sufficient conditions for the coercive- 
ness of @. We denote by ,uj(m), j= 1, 2, . . . . the eigenvalues of the eigenvalue 
problem with weight m(x), which is a function assumed to be in L’(Q), 
r > N/2, and can change sign in Q, 
-Au=pm(x)u in 9, u=Oon af2, 
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cf. [S] for a complete study of these problems. In particular, we recall that, 
if m(x) > 0 on a subset of positive measure in Q, then pi(m) > 0 and there 
exists a first eigenfunction which is strictly positive in 52. The strict 
positivity of the first eigenfunction follows from [ 13, Proposition 8.11. We 
remark however that this fact is not used in this paper; the nonnegativity 
suffices. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that there exist two L’ functions, r > N/2, Kt and 
KO such that K, 6 K$ and 
(i) either Kl is ~0, or p,(Kt)> 1, and 
(ii) either K!, is 60, or pl(K”)> 1. 
Then the functional Qt is coercive. 
Remark. The case KO, = KT =a(x) under the stronger hypothesis that 
a(x) < I,, where 1, is the first eigenvalue of ( - d, HA(Q)) was considered 
by Mawhin-Ward-Willem [ 113. In a recent work Fonda-Gossez [8] have 
the result under the hypothesis that PI(a) > 1. Both results are contained 
in the theorem above. Observe that in our case, if we take a(x) = 
max(Kt, K!), it may happen that p,(a)< 1. 
Proof: Choose 0 < E < 1, and such that 
P,(KO, i- ~1’ 1 when pLI( Kt ) > 1 is assumed, 
and 
p,(Kb! + &I> 1 when p,(K”) > 1 is assumed. 
Such a choice is possible in view of the continuity property of eigenvalues 
with respect to the weight. Associated with this E we can find L’ functions 
b,(x), with r > N/2, such that 
F(x, s) d $(K:“, + E) s2 + b,, with Kt, b, for s>O(K”, b- for s<O). 
(6) 
So we can estimate 
-;I(K! +E) ,up,2-lb+-j”b-, 
where u+(x)=u(x) if u(x)20 and u+(x)=0 if u(x)<O; u-(x)= 
u’(x) - u(x). By the variational characterization of the first eigenvalue we 
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obtain under either hypothesis that Q(u) 3 c 1 iVul’- c, for some positive 
constant c. 1 
The next result gives a sufficient condition for the noncoerciveness of the 
functional di. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that there exist two L’functions Lt and Lo , with 
r>N/2 and L, >LO,, which are positive in subsets of positive measure in Q 
and such that at least one of the eigenvalues pl(L:) or p,(L’ ) is < 1. Then 
@ is not coercive. 
ProoJ Assume that p,(Lt ) < 1, and let $, > 0 be a first eigenvalue 
associated with p,(Lt ). Then choose E > 0 and such that 
Finally, let c(x) be an L’ function such that 
F(x, s) 2 i(Lo, -&) s2 - c(x), vs>oo. 
Then for r > 0 we have the following estimate 
Clearly, @(r$,) --t --co as r + +oo. 1 
Next we consider the resonant cases, namely: 
(A) K, is an L’ function, r> N/2, such that pLI(K+)= 1, and K- 
satisfies hypothesis (ii) of Theorem 1. 
(B) K_ is an L’ function, r> N/2, such that pl(Kp)= 1, and K, 
satisfies hypothesis (i) of Theorem 1. 
(C) K, are L’ functions, r > N/2, such that p,(K+) = pl(Kp) = 1. 
In these cases some additional conditions on .F(x, s) need to be assumed 
in order to obtain the solvability of problem (1). For that matter we 
introduce the functions G, : R x R+ -+RandG-:QxR-+Rdefinedby 
F(~,s)=tK,(x)s~+G+(x,s), for s>O, (s<O), (7) 
which are a sort of lower order perturbations of the quadratic part 
involving K, . We also define the limits 
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r+(x)=limsup 
G+(x, s) 
s , y + (x) = lim inf 
G+(x> s) 
(8) 
s- +,=2 c* +m s 
T-(x) = lim sup 
G-(x, s) G-(x, s) 
s , y ~ (x) = lim inf (9) 
S-3 -m A’-cc S 
which we assume to hold uniformly a.e. in 52. 
Now with these notations we can state the following result: 
THEOREM 3. Assume (A) above. Suppose that r+ is an L’ ,function, 
r > N/2, and that 
(10) 
where II/ + > 0 is the solution of 
-A$+ =K+(x)$+ inl2, $+=O 0naQ. (11) 
Then the functional Cp is coercive. 
Remark. Condition (10) in the above theorem and condition (15) in 
the next theorem are a sort of Landesman-Lazer condition, now fitted to 
take care of the situation when hypotheses are made on the primitive. It is 
the natural extension of the usual Landesman-Lazer conditions that refers 
to the derivatives of G, . Conditions like this have appeared in the 
literature before, namely in some recent works of Buttazo-Tomarelli [4] 
and Fonda-Gossez [8]. As a matter of fact, they are essentially contained 
in the Ahmad-Lazer-Paul conditions in [ 11. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Choose 0 <E < %1 and such that pI(KO + E) > 1 
when pL1(2yo) > 1 is assumed. From (8) we obtain that for such E there 
exists an L’ function c(x) such that 
G+(x,s)~(~+(x)+~)~+~(x), for ~20. (12) 
Using (7) to estimate that part of Qi corresponding to u+, and (6) to 
estimate the part that contains u-, we obtain 
@(u)+j Ivu+l’-f jK+ Ju+l’-jG+(x, u+) 
+fj~VU-~2-~~(~~+E)/u~j2-jb_, (13) 
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Now suppose that CD is not coercive. Then there exists a sequence (u,,) in 
HA such that I@(u,,)I 6const and 1/u,,() --) co. Let v,, = u,,//~u,,J, and let us 
assume (by passing to subsequences) that L’,, converges weakly in H:,, 
strongly in L' and a.e. to a certain function v(, in ff,‘,. Thus we obtain from 
(13) using (12) that 
(14) 
Using the variational characterization of the first eigenvalue we have that 
the part invo!ving u, ~ is bounded below from zero. Passing to the limit in 
the remaining expression we obtain 
which shows that 00’ IS a solution of (1 1 ), (at this point we do not know 
yet that ul # 0, but we have v; = 0). 
Next, we go back to (14) and write 
Since J JVu,,I’ = 1, we obtain passing to the limit that 
which implies that u0 # 0, and consequently u0 ZZ- 0 in 0. Finally, once more 
from (14), using the variational characterization of the first eigenvalue we 
obtain 
which gives by passing to the limit that 
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Since this is true for all E >O, it follows that j T+ II,, 20, which is a 
contradiction to (10). 1 
The next two results have similar proofs. 
THEOREM 4. Assume (B) above. Suppose that y ~ E L’, Y > N/2, and 
J y-*- >o, (15) 
where $I _ > 0 is a solution of the problem 
-AI,!- ==K-(x)$_ inQ, t+-=O 0ndQ. (16) 
Then the functional @ is coercive. 
THEOREM 5. Assume (C) above. Suppose that the functions r+ and y- 
are L’ functions satisfying conditions (10) and (15) of Propositions 3 and 4, 
respectively. Then the functional @ is coercive. 
3. A CRITICAL POINT VIA MOUNTAIN PASS 
Now we pause a moment to relate the results obtained so far with other 
ones existing in the literature. The by now classical Landesman-Lazer 
theorem [9] in a simple form (there are several generalizations and 
reiinements of this result) reads as follows: 
“Consider the problem 
-Au=~,u+g(x,u) inR, u=O 0niX2, (17) 
where g: R x R -+ R is a bounded C” function. Let us denote by 
r:(x) = lim sup g(x, s), y:(x)=liminf g(x,s) 
.,- +5 t--r fee 
P(x) = lim sup g(x, s), r*(x) = lim inf g(x, s). 
5’ -m .,+ -x 
Then problem (17) has a solution if 
(18) 
where 4, > 0 is a first eigenfunction of ( -A, HA(Q)).” 
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It can be proved readily that f+ d rT and y* <;’ , which says that 
condition (18) implies conditions (10) and (15). So the above result is 
contained in Theorem 5. Now we present an argument to justify why we 
proceed further. It is known that (17) has a solution if condition (18) is 
replaced by 
1 r*(x)4I(x)<O< [ rT(x)d,(-xl. (19) 
However, there is a deep difference between the two conditions. When 
treating problem (17) under hypothesis (18) by degree theory, there 
appears a certain set, where the degree of an associated mapping to (17) is 
+ 1. On the other hand, associated to problem ( 17) under hypothesis ( 19) 
the corresponding mapping has degree - 1. In consonance with this fact, 
problem (17) under hypothesis (18) can also be treated by the monotone 
iteration method, since one can find a subsolution u and a supersolution ti 
such that u d li. Nevertheless, problem (17) under hypothesis (19) has also 
a subsolution and a supersolution, but they are not ordered, see Brezis- 
Nirenberg [3]. A similar situation was found in [lo], when dealing with 
discontinuous nonlinearities. 
Now we come back to our study of the functional @ under hypotheses 
(C). But now we assume that the functions r- and Y+ defined in (8) and 
(9), respectively, are L’ functions, r > N/2, such that 
where $ + and $ are defined in (11) and (16), respectively. 
By the foresaid remarks one should not expect that the functional Q, be 
coercive. And indeed it is not, accordingly to Proposition 6 below where it 
is shown that Cp is unbounded below. Moreover it has the shape required 
by the Mountain Pass Theorem of Ambrosetti-Rabinowitz [2]. In 
Theorem 7 we prove a Palais-Smale condition under certain restrictions on 
the behaviour of the nonlinear term f: So in this case it follows that @ has 
a critical point. 
PROPOSITION 6. Assume (C) and (20). Then 
(i) @(rll/+)-+ -co, @(-rt/-)-i;o, as r+ +co 
(ii) There exists a hyperplane H separating strictly $ + and -Ic/ _ , 
where the functional @ is bounded below. 
Proof (i) First we observe that 
= - G+(x, rll/+). I 
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Passing to the limit in the above expression using Fatou’s lemma we obtain 
@W + 1 lim sup ___ = -1im inf 
r- +m s 
G+(x,nCI+) 
r- +‘x r r 
6 - Y+$+ <Q, .r 
which proves the first part of assertion (i). The second part has a similar 
proof. 
(ii) Let $ = (Ic/ + + $ ~ )/2. Then it follows from (11) and (16) that $ 
is the first eigenfunction of the eigenvalue problem with weight 
where 
- A$ = p(m) rn~) in Q, \l/=O oni%& 
K+$++K-I+-. 
m= l)++l+.- . 
Observe that me L’, r> N/2. Clearly m >O in a subset of Q with positive 
measure, and PI(m) = 1. Now let H be the subspace of HA which is 
orthogonal to $. Since j $$ k > 0, we see that I+!I + and - + _ are in different 
sides of the hyperplane H. To prove that @ is bounded below in H it is 
enough to show that its quadratic part, denoted by Y next, is bounded 
below; i.e., 
Y(u)=~J’lVu12-~i~+l~+12-~j~-lu-12~cj,~ul’, V’ueH (21) 
for some positive constant c. 
This is proved by contradiction. Suppose that there exists a sequence 
(u,) in H, with IIu,Ij = 1, and such that 
Going to subsequences we may assume that (u,) converges weakly in HA, 
strongly in L* and a.e. to a function u0 in Hi. From (22) it follows that 
But the quadratic form in (21) is always 20, so we have in fact equality 
in (23). On the other hand it follows from (22) that 
l++l i‘ %I’- K- ,uJ2=o (24) 
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which implies that u(, # 0. Also J” IVu,,I’ = 1, which implies that (u,,) 
converges strongly in Hi to zlo. Consequently U,,E H, which implies, 
in particular, that u0 changes sign in Q. From (23) we see that u,) is a 
minimum of the functional Y in HA. Consequently u0 is a critical point and 
therefore satisfies the equation 
-Au,=K+u; -K uo in Q, u=O on&?. (25) 
It follows from Eq. (25) that 
r 
j 1vt4,+12-~ K, lu,fj2=0 
which implies by arguments similar to the above ones that 
-Auc=K,u,f inQ, u,+=O on%2. 
So ~0’ is a positive multiple of $ + , which implies that u0 = ~0’. contra- 
dicting the fact that u0 E H. 1 
Finally we prove that the functional @ satisfies the Palais-Smale condi- 
tion, if some additional condition is assumed now on the functions g, and 
g- defined by 
g, (x, $1 =fb s) - K, (xb, for s>O 
gm (x, s) =f(x, s) - Km (x)s, for s<O. 
We suppose that there exist 0 < x < 4 and b E L’(Q) such that 
I g.b,s)l dc Isl”+b(x). (26) 
We do not know if the next result is true under condition (26) with 
f < c( < 1. Our growth condition seems to be strong, but it gives an exist- 
ence result for problem (1) which does not appear in the literature. If g, 
were bounded, i.e., a =O, the result would be comparable with those of 
Ahmad-Lazer-Paul [l] and Rabinowitz [12]. Compare also with the 
results of de Figueiredo-Gossez [7], and observe that we had there a one- 
sided condition of the type g, (x, s) <b(x) if s > 0 and g-(x, s) 2 c(x) if 
s -=z 0, which is not required here. 
THEOREM 7. Assume (C), (20), and (26). Then the,functional satisfies the 
Palais-Smale condition. 
Proof Let (u,) be a sequence in Hi such that 
I@(u,)l <k and I(@‘(u,), w)j GE, Ilwl/, VWIZ HA; e,,+O, k=const. 
(27) 
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We claim that the sequence (u,) is bounded, which, in view of the growth 
condition (2), implies that it contains a strongly (in HA) convergent 
subsequence. This then will establish that the functional @ satisfies the 
Palais-Smale condition. The proof goes by contradiction: suppose that 
/Iu,(I + co. Let denote by v,=u,/IIu,(I, and let us assume by passing to 
subsequences that v, converges weakly in HA, strongly in L2 and a.e. to a 
function uO in Hh. 
(i) First, we claim that under the only assumption @(u,) < k then 
(v,,) converges strongly in Hi and u0 is either $ + or - $ ~. Indeed 
(28) 
Passing to the limit in (28) we obtain 
02; j lv”,,12-; jK+ lvo’12-f jK_ lv(J2, 
and 
As above it follows that u0 # 0 and s IVv,l 2 = 1, which implies that (v,) con- 
verges strongly in HA to vO. Also v0 is a solution of the problem -Au, = 
K, vz - Kp v; in Q, u,, = 0 on K?. So, the argument given at the end of 
the proof of Proposition 6 shows that v0 = tj + or u0 = -t,G _ . From now on 
we assume that v0 = $ + . The other case can be treated in a similar way. 
(ii) Now we claim that the sequence (u;) made up of the negative 
parts of the sequence (u,) defined in (27) is bounded in HA. Indeed, suppose 
by contradiction that Ilu; II + co. Let z, = u;/llu; (I, and let us assume by 
going to subsequences that z, converges weakly in HA, strongly in L2 and 
a.e. to a function z0 in Hi. Using (27) with u’= u; we obtain 
~-jlV~,l’+jK~lu,12-j~(xi -u,)u, 1<~.lIu,;llr ~-0 (29) 
Using the hypothesis (26) we obtain 
(j IVu,l’- j K-/u,l’i bc Iu,/‘+~+B~ ,,u,,,. (30) 
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Then it follows that the following inequality 
c i’lvu,, 12GJ’lvu,, r’-1 K Iu,, I?, C’ > 0 (31) 
cannot hold, for otherwise we could use it to estimate from below the left 
side of (30) and conclude that 11~~~ /I would be bounded, which contradicts 
the assumption we made in the beginning of (ii). Observe that the right 
side of (31) is positive. Since it cannot hold with a positive c, it follows that 
hmjnf{i IV;,,,2-~K~,;,,‘)=O. 
SO from (32) we obtain like in the proof of Proposition 6 that 
(32) 
1 -jK lz,12=0 and I IVz,12-~ Km (~~1~60 
which implies that z0 = II/ _ , where $ ~ is defined in ( 16). As a consequence, 
it follows that u,; -+ +cc a.e., which is clearly impossible because 
u,, -+ +cc a.e. 
(iii) Now we rewrite the expression in (27) as follows 
(33) 
and use it with w  = WI,, where U, = t,$ + + WI,. In this way, using (26) we 
obtain the following estimate 
And using the fact that (u;) is bounded we obtain 
I IVwA2~c lI~‘,Il +c lI%711r Il~*‘,Il. (34) 
(iv) Let b, be L’ functions such that 
G+(x,s)3(y+--E)s-b+ for s > 0, 
Gp(x,s)>(C +E)s--be for s<O. 
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Using these estimates in -k < @(u,) we obtain 
-k+j(y+-c)u;- jh+‘j(“-+c)(-u;)-jh- 
Dividing throughout by (Iu,lI and passing to the limit, we obtain, under the 
assumption that u0 = II/ + , that 
i (y+ -e)$+ Gliminfh 2 n 
i’j Iv+;p+ luy-;jK. lu;12}. 
(35) 
Since this is true for all E it follows from hypothesis (20) that the lim inf in 
the right side of (29) is >O. The expression in brackets in (35) is equal to 
;j Ivw,l”-; j K+w-;j(K+ +K-) lu;12. 
So using the estimate (34) and the fact that u; are bounded we obtain that 
the right side of (35) is equal to zero, which is impossible. 1 
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